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The H4 &Q& 302 2 Auger epectra fron Xe and the ^4i/2,Zll2,S

Auger spectra fron Kr are inveetigated for different photon

energies around threshold of ionization. Uhen exciting at the

resonanae Une (4d^&825p(>6p for Xe and ÄJ94a24p6Sp for Kr)

we observe the ußual Auger multiplet atruature to be shifted

to higher kinetia energies. Additionally, neu linea appear

uhich oan be aaaigned to ehake-up proaeeeee in the Xe and

Kr ione.

\. Introduction

Auger spectra usually are obtained for excitation energies (photons or electrons)

above threshold of ionization. The N 0_ -,00 , Auger spectrum of Xe and the

M, -N- ..N , Auger spectrum of Kr are analyzed in Ref. 1-3. Those spectra are

rather independent of the excitation energy at photon energies way above threshold,

When the excitation energy is lowered to a few eV above threshold post-collision

interaction (PCI) e f f ec t s due to a non-negligible coupling of the electron leaving

the atora with the rest of the system are observed3****5 An even stronger coupling

occurs when the atom is excited to a resonance state below threshold . Such a state

wil l decay ei ther radiatively or via an Auger process which can be considered .is

a special type of autoionization.

We present here the f i r s t photoemission measurements of the Auger decay af ter

excitation of Xe to the 4d 9 5s 2 5p 6 ( 2 D^/ 2 )6p and to the 4d95s25p6(2D,/.)6p re-

sonance states at 65 eV and 67 eV respectively and af ter excitation of Kr to

the 3d94s24p6(2D5 /2)5p and 3d94s24p6(2D^2)5p states at 9 1 . 2 eV and 92.4 eV

respectively. Such investigations could not be carried out before the avail-

abi l i ty of a strong tunable light source like Synchrotron radiat ion. They have

considerable relevance for a detailed knowledge of the mechanism of deexcita-

tion of certain resonance exci ta t ions and also towards a better understanding

of correlation ef fec ts in excited atoms.

2. Experimental procedure

Synchrotron radiation from the storage ring DORIS was monochromatized by the

grazing incidence monochromator FLIPPER6 , The band pass of the monochromator wag

-4
set at 0.3 eV. Xenon was used at a pressure of about I x l O Torr in a directed

gas beam. The photoelectrons were analyzed wi th a commercial double pass cylin-

drical mirror analyzer at a cone with a 2n azimutal and a 12° polar acceptance.



The axis of the cone was perpendicular to the direction of the photon beam and

at 45° relative to the electric vector of polarization. These parameters ' are

fair ly unimportant for measurements of Auger l i ne s . Especially the ß-parameter,

which is important for the observation of di.rec.tly excited photoelectrons, has

no relevance, The analyzer was used with a band pass of 0.3 eV. The counting

rate was typically 30 pulses/sec in the Auger maxima.

j_._ Results

Ln Fig. l we show the absorption spectrum of Xe in the region of the onset of the

4d transit ions. The resonance lines are superimposed onto a. background of 5p

and 5s electron excitations. Figure l serves ae a reference for illustrating the

different excitation processes we have used in the investigations of the Auger

decay described äs follows. The. N. 0 0.. ., part of the whole Auger spectrum of

Xe taken at 7 6 . ? eV photon energy (an energy well above the ionization threshold

for the 4d shell) is shown in Fig. 2a. There are Lwa groups corresponding to tran-

sitions from vacancies in the N, and N _ subshells . In view of the resonance exci-

tation, only the peaks originating from a H hole are labelled according to

Othani et al. . Figure 2b shows the Auger spectrum af ter excitation to the

4d95s25p6( ; 'D5 / i2)6p resonance state at 65 eV. In analogy, Fig. 3 presents the

M4 5N2 3N2 3 parC of the uhole Auger spectrum of Kr taken at 1 1 7 . 5 eV photon

energy and af ter excitaUon to the 3d°4s24p£ < 2 D C . / , ) 5p resonance state at 9 1 . 2 eV.

In addition to the Auger l ines the spectra obtained with resonance excitation,

show the Xe 5s and Kr 4s lines of the directly emitted photoelectrous.

4. Discussion

In the case of resonance excitation there is an overall shift to higher kinetic

energies. This energy difference is mainly to be underst_ood äs an energy being

gained from the increase in binding energy of ehe 6p electron for Xe and the 5p

electron for Kr, due to the formation of a double vacancy in the 5p (Xe} and the

4p (Kr) subahc i l l s , The energies ( E f ) of the d i f ferent f ina l states of the con-

c.onf iguraLions Xe 4d1 35s25p''6p and Kr 3d lc '4s^4p''5p are obtainrd from Moore7 .

At the. exantple of the 5s25p'1(1S) 6p state of Xe we wanL to explain our con-

siderations. An energy Separation of 17.4 eV is obtained bctween the states

5s75p'-(' 'P / . j ) -+ 5s25p'4 ( ' S ) 6 p . Together wi th the ionization energy of a 5p t

electron in neutral Xe ( 1 2 . 1 eV) we nbtain ;i LoLal energy of 29.5 eV for. the

5s; 5p ( S ) 6p f inal state. The kirier it: euer g i es E . of the emitted electrons

are given by the di iference betwee-.i the energy E. injected into the System

and the energies E of possible fi.ial state conf igurations. These are in our

special case: E. = hu = 65 eV for 'ehe resonance excitation from

4d9 5s25p e(2U5 / 2 )6p and E£ = 29.5 for producing the 5s2 5p4(1S)6p conf iguration .

The kinetic energy E . = hv - E = 35.5 eV for the !S peak f a l l s at a 5.9 eV

tiigber energy than the energy of the same peak when exciting f a r above threshold.

(Für the case of Xe*"1" we obtain E, , = E_ - E = 29. t. eV with L he binding energy
kin R t

E = 67.55 eV11 of a 4d 5 / 2 electron and E£ = 37.96 eV7 for producing the 5s25p'*(1S}

conf iguration.) In analogy, we calculate an energy d i f fcrence of about 4.4 eV for

the 3P peaks. The energy d i f ference of abouC 1,5 eV bctween these values indicates

the different coupling of the 6p electron to the 5s25pl( core. The electron energies

E . = hu - E are indicated in Figs. 2,3 for the resonance excitation. The ener-

gies are in good agreement with observed maxima. In contrast to the case of exci-

tation above threshold, only one series is involved because of our selective exci-

ta t iun of the 4dc , state of the hole in Xe (3d & , „ for Kr). This makes the inter-

pretat ion of the spectra easier .

In addition to these main Auger Hnes, which we could identify a f te r Moore, new

peaks (1-4 in Figs. 2,3) are observed. These peaks probably result from a shake-up

process accompanying the Auger transition. A shake-up process is generally described

äs a transition between two states äs the result of a sudden perturbation. It is

a transition conserving par i ty (see e.g. Ref . 10) . For the series 5s?5p l~np of Xe



we estimate an energy Separation of 3.3 eV between the ü p ^ b p and 5p4 7p statcs

by taking ehe optical data'' £rom the js-Sp^p and 5s25p-7p states of Cs, sitice

the energies of thü 5s25p'*7p states of Xe are not l i s ted in Moore1s tables ' .

A shif t o£ the d i f fe rent states of the configurations 5s25p"6p u L Xe by 3.3 eV

leads to the positions marked 1-4 in F i g . 2b, In a similar way, we obtain an

energy Separation of the samc order of magnitude between the 4s 4p"5p nnd 4s*-4p 6p

statea of Kr using the data for Rb (Fig. 3) . In bu th cases the good coincidence

with the measured spectrum Supports the relevance of ttiis Interpretation, The

shake-up processes apparently have a probability of the same order of magnitnde.

äs those without shake-up. Analogously Krause and Carlson- found that for

Kr M, ^NN the double electron emissior, äs a special case of shake-up in the

Auger process, competes strongly ("'30 %) wi th the single Auger process.

We also have measured the Auger spectrum after excitation to the second resunance

state 4d 9 5s 2 5p 6 ( 1 D 5 / > 2 )7p at 66.3 eV for Xe (Fig. 2d) . The marks in Fig. 2d

indicate the kinetic energy of the electrons caleulated by ü. . = h\ - E f - AE, _

= 66.3 eV - E - 3.3 eV, with the energy E of the 5sz5p''6p final state confi-

guration and the energy dilference AE between the states 5s25p'*6p -* 5s;)5pL|7p äs

estimated before. The marks are in good agreement wiLh the main structures. If

we have no shake-down, the mean structures on the hi^h k ine t ic energy side should

correspond to Auger processes without shake-up retaining a 5s25p~?p f inal state

conf igurat ion. This also Supports the assumption that a f t e r excitation to the

first resonance line äs discussed above the dominant structures besides the single

Auger lines originate mainly from 5s;;5pi46p •+• 5s25pL '7p shake-up t ransi t ions. Contri-

butions from shake-up to higher excited states, äs for example 8p or 9p for Xe

c.auld not be idcntified.
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The spec'.trum ui Xe (Fig. 2c) taken at the energy for the 6p resonance exci-

tation of the ypin orbit partner of the electrons frum the 4d shell, 67 eV for

the excitation from the N subshell, show nearly the identic;il structures of

Fig. 2b with a 2 eV higher eLectron energy corresponding to the higher photon

energy. ünly the peak at abouL 38.3 eV in Fijj. 2b which we cannot really explain

a L Lhe moment doesn't appear in that spectrum.

An aLLempt to attribute any peaks to shake-up processes cunnected with the directly

excited 5p or 5s electrons of Xe (4p,4s for fcr) is not justified, since we could show

that these are by about one order of magnituae weaker. For proving this we have chosen

an excitation energy between two resonance states of the 4d excitatiim, namely 65.8 eV

between the 6p and 7p states of Xe (Fig. 1) and 92.8 eV for the 3d excitation of

Kr. The cross section for the production of a d hole is practically zero there

and therefore no Auger lines are ubserved. But of course, the 5s and 5p (4s,4p)

lines of the dircct exci tat-ion ;ire excited with practically the same intensity

äs at the resonance energies. The .Trapli tudes uf the satellites are only about 10 7.

of the amplitudes of the Auger lines in the spectra Fig. 2,3,

5̂  Conlcusions

A source with tunable photon energy pe.rmits a sclcctive excitation of the atomic

Shells. Using Synchrotron radiation we were able to perform a detailed analysis

of the mechanism of deexcitation of the Xe 4d and K.r 3d resonance excitations. After

excitation to the 6p(Xe) and 5p{Kr) resonance line the usual Auger multiplet structure

is generally shifted by the relaxation energy of abuut 5 eV for Xe and Kr to higher

kinetic energies. We could also show that there is nearly the same probability

for the two atoros to decay over the single Auger transition and over a Auger tran-

sition accompanied by a shake-up process leading to 5s^5pu7p and 4s24p'l6p excited

states in Xe and Kr. The comparison between the measured spectra and the energies
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obtained from optical data7 demonstrates the relevance of core rearrangement

and nther correlation efEects in Auger transitions.
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_Fie_ure Captions

Fig. l Cross ection versus photon energy for Xenon at the onset of the

4d electrun excitation measuted with a resolution öf 0.04 eV. The

indicated mono ehr omator band pass of 0.3 eV showsthe energy width

used for the Auger measurements .

Fig. 2 SOO Auger spectra of Xe taken at different phiiton energies: above

threahold of ionization of the 4d shell (a), at the energy for the

6p resonance excitation of the 4d5/2 sheil (b) > at the energV for tne

6p resonance excitation of the ^^3/2 shell (c), at the energy for the

7p resonance excitation of the ̂ 5fy shell (d) . The peak labeled 5s is

due to the direct ejection of electrons from the 5s shell.

Fig. 3 HNN Auger spectra of Kr at two different photon energies: abuve

threshold of ionization of the 3d shell (a), at the energy for the

5p resonance excitation of the 3d /2 shell (b). The peak labeled

4s is due to the direct ejection of electrons from the 4s shell.
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